**Model 3135EC Easy-Close Quick Start Guide**

### Drawer Preparation

1. **Notch drawer**
   - 1/2" dia.
   - 7-1/16" deep

2. **Locate and drill 3/8" deep drawer hook holes**
   - 1-3/16" width

3. **To locate disconnect lever holes, place the disconnect assemblies flush against each corner and mark the holes.**

4. **Install disconnect levers. Levers should curve toward the center of the drawer. Use #6 x 5/8" pan head screw.**

### Cabinet Member

5. **Predrill the front face frame hole in the cabinet. Insert a #6 x 5/8" flat head screw.**

### Rear Face Frame Bracket

6. **Install rear bracket onto slide.**

7. **Locate rear face frame bracket hole. Insert #8 x 5/8" pan head screw.**

### Drawer Insertion & Adjustment

8. **Insert the drawer. Push until drawer "ratchets" in to the desired depth. The rear bracket will align the slides parallel to one another.**

9. **Remove drawer and install #8 x 5/8" pan head fixing screws.**

10. **Reinstall drawers with drawer fronts attached. To perform horizontal adjustment (grey cam), first turn the black cam one quarter turn counter clockwise to unlock. Vertical adjustment is actuated by the blue cam. Re-lock the cam after adjustments are made.**

### Optional Kits:

- **Drilling Jig**
  - PN 4180-0568-XE

- **Slotted Rear Face Frame Bracket**
  - PN 4180-0556-XE

- **Bottom Mount Bracket**
  - PN 4180-0569-XE

- **Inset Face Frame Bracket**
  - PN 4180-0604-XE

- **Bottom Inset Face Frame Bracket**
  - PN 4180-0605-XE

- **Vertical Mount Disconnect**
  - PN 4180-0747-XE

- **Tool Kit**
  - PN 4180-0603-XE

For more detailed installation information, see product technical sheet.

**NOTE:** Install knobs or pulls after drawer fronts are adjusted to ensure proper alignment.